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Background
LACOE, as the lead agency and contractor with California Department of Education (CDE)
and the California Department of Social Services (CDSS), together with First 5 LA (F5LA), colead the Quality Start LA (QSLA) Consortium. The consortium oversees program
implementation, and fiscal accountability of services as funded by the Quality Counts
California (QCC) Local Consortia and Partnership Grants which includes the California State
Preschool Program (CSPP) Block Grant, Quality Counts California (QCC) Block Grant, and
IMPACT 2020 Grant; as well as the services funded by F5LA Expansion Grant. The QSLA
Monitoring Framework, created by LACOE, is designed to create an environment of
accountability while striving to promote continuous quality improvement of our services.
The goals of the QSLA Monitoring Framework are:
Transparency and accountability of public funds
Recognize gaps in the system and opportunities to strengthen it
Document outcomes and lessons learned to share with stakeholders
Identify emerging and promising practices to improve results for children, families, and
early learning programs in LA County
The purpose of this report is to provide program performance highlights and challenges
gathered from QSLA Committees, the QSLA data system, and program monitoring activities
conducted by LACOE from July 1, 2020 - June 30, 2021.
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QSLA Milestones
QSLA was awarded the Yr 2 QCC
Partnership Grant and First 5 LA
Expansion Grant
Virtual Provider Networking
Meetings (PNM) supporting newly
enrolled sites

JUL 2020

AUG 2020

NEW quality improvement effort
launched for newly enrolled FCCs and
non-state-funded centers
Strengthened partnership with CPIN to
build QSLA coach capacity across the
county

SEP 2020

QSLA awarded a competitive grant
from the All Our Kin Foundation to
receive technical assistance supporting
FCCs
Two virtual Provider Networking
Meetings (PNMs) offered in English and
Spanish

RAND shared findings from the
Developmental Evaluation
The QSLA equity statement was
created and adopted

JAN 2021

FEB 2021

OCT 2020

Enrolled over 140 NEW providers
QSLA Virtual CLASS Observation Pilot
Report completed and disseminated
state-wide

NOV 2020

A Virtual CLASS Observation Pilot was
created and implemented by UCLA
Governance Charter modified to give
committees more programmatic
authority

QSLA's newest model based on the CA
ECE Competencies for all newly
enrolled FCCs and Non-CSPP centers
completed
Due to the pandemic, a modified
assessment process for
Comprehensive CSPP providers was
implemented

MAR 2021

Parent representation on QSLA
consortium
COVID support stipends given to
QSLA providers
Dual Language Learner (DLL) Pilot
Study Expansion grant awarded for
PD opportunities for providers,
coaches, & families, led by First 5 LA
Enrollment Committee
implemented selection criteria for
new providers

APR 2021

DEC 2020
Workforce
Pathways
grant
awarded, led
by OAECE
Launch of the
childcare
heroes
campaign to
recognize ECE
providers

Equity training for coaches, assessors,
and providers was provided by the
Anti Defamation League (ADL)

MAY 2021

The Workforce Pathways College and
Career Advisement Toolkit launched
through a partnership among OAECE,
Child360, CCALA and PEACH
The Workforce Pathways grant
develops a pilot program to
incentivize Family Child Care licensing

JUN 2021
#WeSeeYou
launched to
thank ECE
providers for
their
dedication
during the
pandemic
https://youtu.b
e/rsN2nKGjbg
w
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Diversity & Equity
DIVERSITY AND EQUITY STATEMENT
Quality Start Los Angeles (QSLA) believes that all children deserve the opportunity to learn and grow
in a safe, nurturing, and caring environment where their differences are celebrated and their culture,
family structure, language, racial identity, gender identity, abilities, and disabilities, religious beliefs,
and economic status are embraced. To uphold this conviction,

QSLA

is committed to being a

leader in the creation of an anti-racist early learning system that is diverse, inclusive, and reflective of
individuals’ strengths. Across LA County and beyond, we stand with our communities of color and
pledge to always advocate for equity, justice, and dignity for every child, parent/caregiver, and early
childhood professional. QSLA commits to working together with the communities we serve to be
part of the solution so that educational and structural inequalities are no longer a reality for our
children, parents/caregivers, and early childhood professionals, and every child and family has
equitable opportunities to experience a happy, healthy childhood and a bright future.

Equity Levels &
Dimensions

Data Driven Leadship
Equity Sensemaking
Meeting & Memo

Enrollment Criteria &
Priority Zip Codes

QCC Meeting
Equity Discussions

Diversity & Equity
Resources

Anti Defamation
League Training
Adopted Equity
Statement

Teaching Differences &
Similarities to Children

Rand Equity
Evaluation Proposal
Submitted

Data System and
Evaluation
Equity Ad-Hoc
Reviewing
Assessment Process

Engaged Coaches in
Program Planning

Leadership
Council
Meetings

Parent & Provider Panel

NEW
Initiatives
2020-2021 was characterized by
increased awareness and need to
address inequity and lack of diversity
within ECE systems, more specifically
Quality Rating and Improvement
Systems. Elevated by ECE Leaders
and the social justice movements
occurring throughout California, QSLA
began to reflect and implement
equity strategies.
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Outreach & Enrollment
SUCCESSES

PROGRESS TOWARDS TARGETS

Modified the QSLA enrollment process and

Current Enrollment

Grant Targets

timeline from annually to biannually to
645

accommodate the enrollment needs of QSLA's

615

three QI efforts

502

Enhanced the online application portal to be
more provider-friendly, especially for FCCs

CHALLENGES
Higher attrition among newly enrolled FCCs
due to reduced supports after QI model
changes
Due to COVID-19, providers requesting to
remain on the waitlist and enroll at a later date

912
Currently Enrolled

551

169

98

118

CSPP BG

QCC BG

IMPACT
98
2020

F5LA
118
Expansion

All F5LA Expansion sites will transition to QCC BG in 2022-23.
Data is based on the 2020-21 CDF.

FAST FACTS

132

2%

Newly Enrolled

Attrition

SPOTLIGHT: EQUITY AND TRANSPARENCY ARE
DRIVERS OF ENROLLMENT

Child Care Centers

Family Child Cares

QSLA commits to ensuring
that there is equity across
the LA County early learning
system. To this end, QSLA
has analyzed available data
to identify high-priority
communities in LA County
where QSLA will focus its
enrollment efforts. QSLA's
goal is to redistribute its
resources to communities
that have traditionally
received uneven distribution
of, or limited ascces to,
supports and services.
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Assessment & Tier Rating
SPOTLIGHT
QSLA, in partnership with the UCLA Center for Improving Child Care Quality (CICCQ), piloted Virtual
CLASS Observations from October 2021 - November 2021. Click here for the Virtual Pilot Report.
Based on lessons learned from the pilot, the QSLA Assessment Committee created a Modified
Assessment Plan that was implemented from March 2021 - July 2021. To review the protocol click
here.
No providers in the Focused Model received CLASS observations for rating purposes in 2021.
QSLA invited providers in the Focused Model to participate in a Virtual CLASS Observation to support
PD efforts.
Per CDE, assessments are on hold through 6/30/2022.

75% OF COMPREHENSIVE CENTERS ARE EXCEEDING OR MASTERING QUALITY

0

8

122

340

52

20 centers are not yet rated

VIRTUAL ASSESSMENTS PILOTED FOR
THE FIRST TIME

39.5%
Professional
Development
Purposes
60.5%
QCC Matrix
Rating Purposes

52 Comprehensive

24 Comprehensive & 10 Focused

ASSESSMENT MODIFICATIONS
TO SUPPORT PROVIDERS
PD Timeline was changed to July 1,
2019 - June 30, 2020, to pilot using
the previous fiscal year
2 child files per classroom were
randomly selected and names were
shared with providers prior to their
assessment date
Technical Review deadline extended
10 days to 15 days
All staff were encouraged to create
Registry Profiles and obtain
Administrative Access
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Quality Improvement Supports
SPOTLIGHT
In

2020-2021, QSLA transitioned from a Quality

Raring & Improvement only model to three Quality
Improvement

Support

models:

MAJORITY OF PROVIDERS
PARTICIPATE IN A QRIS MODEL

Comprehensive

Comprehensive
551 Providers

(QRIS), Focused (QIS), and Fundamental (QIS). A
great

focus

was

placed

on

developing

and

implementing procedures for the Comprehensive

Focused
287 Providers

and Focused QI efforts, in addition to developing and
launching the Fundamental QI effort. More than
ever, QSLA leaned into the expertise of the field to

Fundamental
98 Providers

support the development and modifications of
quality improvement support.

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, QSLA modified coaching and professional development
services delivery, focusing on providing support through the use of virtual platforms. Incentives were
also provided to support during these unprecedented times.

FAST FACTS

1,554 14,915

9,683

In addition, as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, QSLA modified coaching and professional
development services delivering to virtual platforms. Additionally, incentives were provided to
QSLA sites to support providers,' needs during these unpresidented times.
Quality Improvement Plans
Created

Coaching and Technical
Assistance Touchpoints

Coaching and Technical
Assistance Hours

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The 1st Fundamental cohort was on-boarded in March 2021.
The on-boarding process and materials were designed with
the input of field staff, including supervisors and coaches.
"Why Quality?: A Closer Look at the ECE Competencies", a selfpaced training was developed and launched collaboratively by
the Coaching Committee in May 2021.
With the implementation of the monthly Data Quality Check
report, there was a significant reduction in errors within coach
log entries.
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Quality Improvement Supports
QSLA offers provides three distinct
quality improvement (QI) efforts
Comprehensive

6 coaching and QIP touchpointsbased for
sessions at Tier 1-3
2 QIP touchpointsbased for Tier 4-5 sites.
Per QCC guidance, Tier 4-5 are not eligible
for coaching

With the changes to the model and QI
services, 45% of coach visits focused on
technical assistance.

45%

29%

11%

8%

Tier Rating Review

End of the year Review

QSLA Orientation

2 QIP touchpointsfor sites
Peer2Peer Connections
Specialized PD Opportunities 

QIP Development & review

Fundamental

Quality Improvement
Coaching

6 coaching and QIP touchpointsbased for
sessions at Tier 1-3
2 QIP touchpointsbased for Tier 4-5 sites

Technical Assistance

Focused

5%

2%

*All sites can receive additional Technical Assistance, as needed
and based on coaches' availability

TOP 4 QIP FOCUS AREAS
ACROSS QI EFFORTS

1
2

Effective Teacher-Child
Interactions (Element 4)
Qualifications for Lead
Teacher/FCC Home Owner
(Element 3)

An average of 85% of sites met or
exceeded their touch-points, regardless of
the COVID-19 pandemic coaching barriers.
91% of the 394 Tier 4-5 Sites
73% of the 136 Tier 1-3 Sites
97% of the 394 Tier 4-5 Sites

3

Environment (Element 6)

67% of the 136 Tier 1-3 Sites

4

Professional Development

100% of the 98 Sites
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Communications
BILINGUAL WEBPAGE
CONTENT
Bilingual webpage content was developed
for outreach and enrollment in collaboration
with the Enrollment Committee. Providers
interested in learning more about the

FAMILY RESOURCES
Colours of Us-Multicultural Children’s Booklists
Booklists for all ages (infant/toddler-high school)
that highlight African, Asian, and Hispanic
cultures, among others.

CREATING COMMON
LANGUAGE

Early Childhood: Learning About Gender Identity
Booklist
This incredible list, from Social Justice Books,
provides a wide array of stories to support
discussions about gender identity with young
children.

Communication Committee worked on a list

Teaching Differences and Similarities to Children

benefits of enrolling in QSLA or about the
Fundamental model can access information
on the website.

of common ECE terms in English and Spanish
to help create common language among
early learning programs in Los Angeles. The
list was shared with partners to use in press
releases and daily communications with staff.

Quality Start LA’s
“Me and My Friends”
e-book was created
to help guide
conversations about
differences.

#CHILDCAREHEROES
QSLA's spirit campaign,
#ChildCareHeroes, was held from
Dec 14 – Dec 30, 2021 to highlight
early educators as essential
workers. A toolkit
(#Childcareheroes Resource
Toolkit/Kit de Recursos y
Herramientas #Childcareheroes)
was shared with providers to
accompany their new QSLA
signage.
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Program Alignment Projects
This year, the QSLA Consortium formally adopted a goal to use QSLA as the umbrella under which
county quality supports for early learning providers would be aligned and leveraged to serve the diverse
pool of early learning provider types in LA County including, state and non-state funded centers, FCCs,
and FFNs.
Here are just some of the highlights:
A community engagement effort to build a stronger ECE system in LA County that includes
parents and providers was created. The campaigns are called Early Educators Advocate for LA
Kids and Families Together for Kids in LA County.
A formal partnership between QSLA and California Preschool Instructional Network (CPIN)
was established that extended professional development to QSLA providers and coaches.
Implementation of multiple grants to strengthen the county-wide ECE system and services:
The Workforce Pathways Grant is documenting PD supports currently in place, identifying
gaps and barriers, and assessing and strengthening PD offerings, while developing
recommendations for how to strengthen and align LA County’s early childhood PD systems.
The Dual Language Learning Grant is developing professional development modules for
Pre-K, Infant-Toddler, and Family Engagement.
The Preschool Development Grant-Renewal Grant is focusing on partnerships with
libraries and families; expanding on our county’s school readiness transition framework; and
offering equity and infant-toddler professional development for providers.

QSLA PARTNERED WITH THE FOLLOWING
ENTITIES DURING 2020-2021
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Acknowledgement
LACOE and First 5 LA, QSLA Consortium Co-leads, would like to thank the coaching and
assessment implementation partners and the QSLA Leadership Council for their hard work
and dedication during a challenging program year. Our sincere appreciation to all QSLA
partners for their participation in the various planning meetings, monitoring activities,
including completing reports, providing feedback, gathering data, and interviews. The
milestones and achievements highlighted in this annual performance report would not be
possible without each and every QSLA partner and participating early learning provider in
our county!

As the early learning providers we serve
consistently do, the QSLA Consortium also
continues to reflect on ways to enhance our quality
improvement (QI) supports. In 2021-22, QSLA will
continue to:
Support providers and families given all the
challenges of the current pandemic
Expand systematic and program equity efforts
Enhance QSLA's data system and improve data
quality collection and use of data to inform
programming
Streamline the process to support CSPP
providers as they are assessed and rated
Conduct new and innovative enrollment
strategies to recruit new centers, FCCs, and
FFNs in high priority communities
Partner and design QI services that are FFNfriendly
Increase engagement of stakeholders in model
design
Communicate with the diverse pool of providers
and families in at least three languages
Refine QSLA models to streamline services for
providers
Align and leverage multiple grant funds to
support QI in LA County that elevates the quality
of learning for all children served
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